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Abstract
This article presents a consideration of popular music culture as intangible culture, consistent
with the premises of the UNESCO 2003 Intangible Cultural Heritage Convention. The observations presented in the account are drawn from involvement in the Home of Metal (HoM) project,
a music heritage project which aims to brand Birmingham and the Black Country as the birthplace of heavy metal. The article focuses on the methods used within the collection and curation of oral histories for a temporary museum exhibition held in Birmingham. It discusses the
value of these verbal accounts of a music culture for the exhibition, particularly where there was
an absence of physical artefacts.
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The exhibition ‘Home of Metal: 40 Years of Heavy Metal and Its Unique Birthplace’
opened in June 2011 at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery (BMAG). The centrepiece of a series of events at art galleries and museums across the Black Country, the importance of the exhibition was evidenced by its place in BMAG’s ‘Gas
Hall’, one of the largest museum exhibition spaces outside London. This broad
range of activities was conducted under the aegis of Home of Metal, a continuing
music heritage project which aims to brand Birmingham and the Black Country
as the birthplace of the heavy metal genre because of the range of bands originating in the region that have made a defining contribution to the genre such as Black
Sabbath, Judas Priest, Led Zeppelin and Napalm Death.
Home of Metal (HoM) was developed over four years by Capsule, an awardwinning arts organization that has been active for 16 years in programming leftfield live music and visual arts in the Midlands. The project made connections
between heavy metal as a cultural export and the traditional manufacturing
industry exports of Birmingham and the Black Country, in the same way that
other cities such as Liverpool have: ‘concretized connections between the specificities of place and the city’s creative output’ (Strachan and Leonard 2010: 3). Home
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of Metal can thus be seen as an attempt to remedy the lack of recognition of the
region’s heavy metal music heritage.
I was appointed as research intern during the development of the HoM project
and this article offers some observations on the methods used for collecting oral
history material and how these contributions were selected and used in the BMAG
exhibition. In common with music heritage exhibitions previously discussed in this
journal, notably The Beat Goes On (Leonard 2007), much of the material on display
at the HoM exhibition was sourced through loans from members of the public.
As Leonard notes, these methods of engagement with music collectors provide
opportunities to ‘offer perspectives on: the emotional, aesthetic and cultural value
given to popular music’s material culture, [and] the socio-cultural contexts in
which popular music has been produced and experienced’ (Leonard 2007: 165).
Following Leonard, I reflect on how these aspects of music experience were captured and curated within the HoM exhibition.
By undertaking oral history work I was able to capture another aspect of
intangible culture related to music by presenting numerous life stories within
the HoM BMAG exhibition. The importance of capturing and presenting such
intangible heritage is part of a dialogue started by the UNESCO 2003 Intangible
Cultural Heritage Convention (ICHC) which defines intangible cultural heritage
as
the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills—as well as the
instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith—that
communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their
cultural heritage (UNESCO 2003).

As scholars such as Negus (1996) have noted, high profile events, performers and
disruptions often form the dominant narratives of music history. Exhibition presentations of popular music heritage such as HoM reflect a trend away from such
positions by instead engaging with everyday manifestations of culture (Ashton
and Kean 2009). For example, one oral history which visitors to the HoM exhibition could listen to described the experience of attending a concert:
We got as near as the front as we could. It was so hot and sweaty. It was just
amazing, lights and power and action. We went away buzzing with our ears
ringing for two days (Metal 2011a).

Complicated and nuanced aspects of music culture can be sourced from a subject community using oral history techniques; we can understand this process as artefactualizing cultural practices, which Smith and Akagawa outline
as ‘decontextualising them from the social relations in which they take place
in order to recontextualise them in national inventories’ (Smith and Akagawa
2009: 105).
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The process of identifying individuals for the collection of oral history material
for the HoM project was undertaken using two methodologies. Initially the sample
was taken from a series of open days at partner institutions in the West Midlands
including BMAG itself, Wolverhampton Museum and Art Gallery, New Art Gallery
Walsall and The Public, West Bromwich. The first three of these events took place
prior to the commissioning of the BMAG exhibition and other events in the HoM
season. On the open days, publicized as the ‘antiques road show for heavy metal’
(Cowen 2008), members of the public could attend and participate in a range of
family activities including the opportunity to bring in memorabilia that was photographed for a digital archive on the HoM website. The digital archive served a
dual purpose: to demonstrate to potential sponsors the nature of the material that
might feature in, what were at the time, proposed exhibitions, and to attract interest in the project among sections of its intended audience. People who brought in
objects were also invited to be interviewed by one of the project team volunteers,
including myself, who had received oral history training. The open days were very
successful. From the moment the first event opened in Wolverhampton there was
a steady stream of visitors bringing in items and agreeing to be interviewed. It
was a new experience for all concerned. As an interviewer I was trying out techniques and developing my style. The open days were well organized but nevertheless somewhat hectic. On a number of occasions I found that I was interviewing
someone whose objects were being retained by the photographers who had a
backlog of items to capture. The volunteers who had conducted the interviews
informally fed back to each other about their experiences in the hope of boosting
each other’s confidence and telling each other what worked well and what didn’t.
By the third open day we had settled on a list of five basic questions that we would
use in all interviews though we remained free to ask additional questions.
Subsequent to the first series of three open days I was appointed research
intern and had the opportunity to listen to the interviews. I was encouraged to
harvest material from the oral history collection for use on the website and with a
view to later use in the BMAG and other HoM exhibitions. I had some prior experience of editing audio clips for radio programmes and a particular interest in oral
history, so this aspect of HoM’s work became my domain. As I became more familiar with the collection through a process of summarizing each interview, I realized
that very few of the interviews collected during the initial series of open days contained material suitable for use on the website. The items that were online did not
necessarily relate to the objects being described in the interviews—if indeed there
were any objects being described in the interview. That factor didn’t make these
bad oral history interviews, although it was evident that the skills and confidence
of the volunteers clearly ebbed and flowed across the recordings. As I would later
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find, when the narrative structure of the exhibition had been determined, some
clips that did not relate to objects became more relevant as descriptions of practices, events and spaces.
The second methodology I deployed for collecting oral history material was
to research the relevant areas of the Birmingham music scene through published
accounts, library archive holdings and internet sources. In two notable instances
individuals I would later approach for interview had a personal website presence which displayed some of the memorabilia they owned and explained their
involvement with the Birmingham music scene of the late 1960s. In interviews
conducted after my appointment as research intern,1 I was more conscious of the
way I approached the task. Having reflected on the material thus far collected, I
developed my interview technique in order to generate material that was more
appropriate for the website in the first instance, and considering subsequent
use within the exhibition as a secondary concern. I was keen for significant personalities to take part in a wide-ranging, free-flowing interview which could be
termed an information gathering exercise that corresponds to the model of an
oral history. In other interviews I worked with my interviewee to create media
clips that would be suitable for me to edit and transfer to the HoM website, or
that I hoped might be suitable for use in the exhibition. I was conscious of the
way that the speech of interviewees captured the intangible elements of music
culture. I wanted thick descriptions and to make processes and meanings visible. In some instances I was trying to elicit the experiences of being a music fan
through a description of an object and the way it was used and had meaning. In
other interviews I hoped to achieve this without reference to an object so that the
clip had an interpretive function independent of its association with a particular
item, such as a concert ticket stub. This aspect of producing material suitable for
museum or online display was one that required subtle interviewing skills that I
felt owed more to media production techniques than ethnography. I would tell
my interviewees exactly what I was trying to achieve and coach them, or cue them
so that the clips were easy to edit—for example, encouraging interviewees to set
up the clip by referring to my question or the object in the first sentence of their
response. I was keen to find a succinct way of getting to the main points about
the objects in approximately two or three minutes of speech. If necessary, I would
encourage interviewees to include anecdotes that may have emerged in previous contributions. I was editing my interviewees, guiding them and thinking of
a website user or museum visitor when structuring the contribution. I had a spe-

1. In addition to the two methods described, another researcher provided three interviews
that had been conducted for the purposes of making a radio programme.
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cific purpose in mind and wanted to obtain that material in the most efficient way
possible. During my search for material to display in the exhibition I was delighted
on occasions when I found significant objects. I was equally pleased when I succeeded in making clear, succinct recordings that captured some specific intangible
elements of music culture. This observation further illustrates the value of oral
history work and its potential for ‘artefactualization’ especially when objects suitable for display in museums are not attainable.
Twenty oral history extracts were edited to segments of approximately two
minutes of speech, reflecting the conventions of museum practice, availability of
playback equipment and the guidance of BMAG and HoM directors. The BMAG
exhibition was divided into areas. Planning the content of each area involved
deciding what messages about Birmingham and the Black Country and the heavy
metal genre were to be communicated in each section. Each area of the exhibition could be viewed as a book chapter in which distinct elements of a story
are related. Broad ideas about the narrative direction of the exhibition were laid
out at an early stage of the exhibition planning prior to the point when designers were appointed at approximately six months before the show opened. I was
able to consider these broad ideas about exhibition narrative as I filled gaps in the
oral history collection in the interviews. It was only after the specific messages of
each exhibition area had been decided and articulated in the form of a tight brief
that I made final decisions as to what material to edit for inclusion in the exhibition. For example, the third area of the exhibition was a recreation of the front
room/living room of a typical inner city working-class household of the mid1960s. One of the messages that this area was designed to communicate appears
in the exhibition planning document as: ‘Houses were close to factories and the
sounds of industry were part of the daily life of Aston’ (Metal 2011b). Using this
as a guide I selected a section of an oral history interview in which a resident of
Aston during the 1960s describes the environment in exactly the terms set out in
the exhibition brief:
The other thing, of course, is that all factories had what was known as a ‘bull’,
which was a siren that would go off at two minutes to two or whatever time
they came back from lunch and in the morning. And that would echo across
the landscape calling people back to work because very few people had wrist
watches or anything like that. And they all lived as we used to say: ‘within the
sound of the factory hooter’ (Metal 2011a).

By the time the exhibition narrative document was available for me to refer to, I
had sufficient oral history content to use that fulfilled all the messages required by
the narrative brief. For example, a section of the exhibition covered the Birmingham music scene of the mid to late 1960s which communicated the importance
of certain music venues. In addition to photographs from one of the venues, oral
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history content was used in object labels and at listening stations. One illustrative
example is as follows:
Brownie & Sonny LP (1965)
Sonny Terry & Brownie McGee played at Henry’s Blueshouse. One music fan
who was there clearly remembers seeing the American Bluesmen playing at
the club: ‘The aura of names like that, names from the thirties and forties… I
couldn’t believe that these names were over here playing in my city. So I just had
to go and see people who had started off the enthusiasm for blues music that
had led to the heavy metal and progressive rock things that I was seeing regularly’ (Object label, Metal 2011a).

This particular description was selected for its articulation of a space (Henry’s
Blueshouse) and the events that took place there (in particular the performances
by American Bluesmen) as being significant for audiences. Interpretation text on
adjacent object labels gave further details of the venue. Whilst I have observed the
physical recreation of music spaces in other heritage presentations and the display
of quantities of ephemera associated with music venues, HoM had found little
ephemera relating to the events it wished to present that took place at the Henry’s
Blueshouse venue. The ‘artefactualization’ of the events at the venue was instead
achieved through the use of oral history. Visitors were able to read about and
hear the space being described by a primary source in a way that corresponded
with the heritage presentation’s narrative. The voice of a patron of the club was
collected and presented following observations of the way that similar spaces in
other music scenes are described in heritage and biographical accounts. The clip
was selected above others that chronicled the venue precisely because of its discursive construction of the space.
An area of the exhibition that was devoted to fans was informed by a narrative brief that allowed a greater degree of interpretation than others. A subject as broad as the culture of heavy metal fans potentially encompassed multiple
elements of the consumption of music culture, as well as documenting how it
has shifted over the last 40 years. My decisions about what material to select for
this section were informed by my broad knowledge of this particular music culture, both from academic and personal perspectives, and my increased conceptual
engagement with ideas around intangible heritage, developed during work on
the oral history interviews. My decisions regarding which clips to present in this
area included considerations of: references to interpretation text panels throughout the exhibition; descriptions of places that were prominent in heavy metal and
more general music consumption culture within the region; experiences that were
likely to be common to music fans; specific details of music consumption from
previous periods such as the price of records and listening equipment; issues that
were raised in project development; and the presence of recurring stories in multi© Equinox Publishing Ltd 2017.
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ple interviews across the oral history collection. Cumulatively I aimed to present a
broad range of material about the consumption of music culture as it has changed
during the last 40 years, as well as material that might resonate with museum
visitors—regardless of whether they actively identified themselves as heavy metal
fans. Particular examples of both these considerations included: details of music/
clothes shops in Birmingham city centre around the start of the 1980s; and the
experience of being introduced to the heavy metal genre thorough an elder sibling and their friends. As Solanilla (2008) describes when advocating the value of
oral history for memory institutions, it was hoped that the deeper level of interpretation offered through the ‘artifactualization’ of reminiscences of individual
experience would articulate aspects of intangible cultural heritage that contributed towards the identity of the community. The representation of music fans
also included photographic portraits, collections of objects sourced from fans and
displayed in traditional antique museum cases, and video clips of fans at a music
festival that took place in 2011. Collectively these representations displayed a particular position taken during the development of the exhibit of the role of fans as
an important one in heavy metal culture. In the frame of the ICHC the HoM exhibition used oral history as part of its strategy to present the practices, expressions
and experiences of heavy metal fan culture and imbue them with status and value
(Smith and Akagawa 2009).
In editing and selecting oral history clips I considered the degree to which the
material had the potential to resonate with visitors. I wanted the clips to be entertaining and to hold visitors’ attention. Aesthetic considerations of the quality of
the recordings, my editing skills or the character of the voices were a factor in
excluding material from my short list. The oral history collection and selection
techniques used were mindful of the suitability of the material to be heard by the
public. The collection was gathered simply as a resource for a heritage presentation and there was thus no attempt to analyse and present the content of the HoM
oral history collection in the manner that scholars of music culture have undertaken. Exhibition visitors were free to interpret the voices with little information
or introduction. The oral history ‘object labels’ were short content descriptions.
For example:
Harry Barber
Casa Bamboo on West Bromwich high street was a popular hangout for young
musicians. Harry Barber was there, so was Robert Plant.
Home of Metal Oral History Collection (2011) Running time: 2:41 (Object label,
Metal 2011a).

The two minutes 41 seconds of this clip articulated themes and provided evidence
of aspects of music production culture that would be familiar to music schol-
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ars. The story concerns a location that formed part of the infrastructure of the
music scene and how it functioned as a meeting place for musicians. However,
its purpose was to represent an element of the exhibition narrative concerning
the vibrancy of the region’s music scene and a place, Casa Bamboo, for which no
material evidence could be sourced. The anecdote mentions Robert Plant—later
lead singer of Led Zeppelin, one of many young musicians that frequented the
venue—in preference to less well-known musicians also described during the initial interview.
Determining the extent to which the inclusion of material from oral history
interviews successfully articulated elements of the intangible practices of heavy
metal fan culture has not been the primary focus of my work. Nor do I present my
observations in the interests of weakening traditional heritage paradigms in which
value is lodged in material things. I am more concerned with making sense of the
relationships between heritage practitioners, their subjects and the political work
of the choices made in arriving at the content of exhibitions. The multi-layered
performance of heritage practice encompasses processes of adding value to items.
I have described how oral history can be used to do so and how it can artefactualize experiences for inclusion in museums. Heritage practice also involves a series
of decisions about selecting what material, places or experiences are to undergo
that process. In later stages it is a practical process of working out how best to
present the chosen messages within the limitations imposed by a host institution
and the project budget. Like other popular music heritage projects described in
this journal, HoM demonstrates the extent to which the temporal and social axes
of what is considered heritage have shifted (Smith and Akagawa 2009) to include
different types of intangible heritage.
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